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Passat 132TSI Comfortline with optional R-Line and Luxury package shown. 



Exterior

The Passat epitomises stylish practicality in both its sedan and wagon iterations.
With its long wheelbase and short front and rear overhangs the Passat hunkers low on the road and conveys an air of 
confidence and solidity. A markedly raked silhouette gives the Passat a lithe and dynamic character, while its prominent 
shoulder line stretches the vehicle to generate an impression of speed and athleticism.

From the front, that unmistakable Volkswagen face takes an evolutionary step forward, with trapezoidal headlights that 
connect to the tail lights via the shoulder line that sweeps across the wheel arches. Available on the Comfortline model 
and up are fog lights with static cornering lights that blend harmoniously into the Passat's face.

The Passat’s distinctive tail light signature—composed of a waveguide contour augmented by two horizontal lines of 
LED light modules—defines functionality at its most stunning.

Engineering and design merge seamlessly in the Volkswagen Passat. This is functionality at its most stunning: sleek, 
stylish and dynamic.
 

01  Soho 17" alloy wheel (132TSI)

02  London 17" alloy wheel (132TSI Comfortline)

03  Monterey 18" alloy wheel (Optional R-Line Package)
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4Exterior
Passat 132TSI Comfortline with optional R-Line and Luxury package shown



01 Direct Shift Gearbox (DSG) 

02 Vienna leather appointed# seat upholstery and 

panoramic sunroof shown on 132TSI Comfortline 

with optional Luxury package.

Interior

The Passat's extensively redesigned interior features a host of equipment and premium 
details to present levels of comfort, convenience and functionality.

A multi-function steering wheel provides intuitive control of both drive settings and the 
multimedia interface, while an ergonomically focused driving position puts all controls at 
your fingertips at any time.

With a central analogue clock, a dash panel that slopes sharply downwards, touches of 
chrome and leather, and Keyless Comfort start function, the Passat has a premium appeal 
that was once the preserve of luxury saloons. With surprising space and functionality in the 
back—whether in sedan or wagon—the Passat’s superior comfort levels keep pace with its 
expanded luggage capacity.

An exciting feature as part of the Optional R-Line package is Volkswagen's Active info 
Display^. This appealing 12.3” high-definition screen takes the place of traditional 
instrumentation behind the steering wheel displaying navigation and driver assistance 
information with superb clarity.

But that's not the only extra  you get from the Optional R-Line Package. With mood-setting 
ambient interior lighting, a sporty trim throughout and progressive steering, the Passat 
Comfortline lives up to its performance potential inside and out. 

Driver and passenger comfort is made a priority with Air Care 3-zone automatic climate 
control standard across the range. The system comprises wide air-band nozzles that allow 
the driver, front passenger and rear passengers to set their own preferred temperature 
independently. At the same time, an enhanced air filtration system improves cabin air quality, 
reducing dust and pollen.

02

01

#Leather appointed seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.
^Active Info Display is only available on the Passat 132TSI Comfortline as part of an optional package.



Interior
Passat 132TSI Comfortline with Optional R Line Package
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Technology and Safety

Smart, intelligent and capable, the Passat is a car made for sophisticated drivers who delight in 
innovative technology.

It begins with the drivetrain. Every trip in your Passat, whether short or long, is a pleasure 
courtesy of the powerful and refined turbocharged TSI engine that works perfectly in tandem 
with the Passat’s responsive Direct Shift Gearbox (DSG) to ensure smooth delivery of power to 
the road surface.

BlueMotion Technologies in every Passat, such as Brake Energy Recuperation and engine Stop/
Start system help you travel further on one tank of fuel. 

All Passats comes standard with a suite of safety features including Front Assist with City 
Emergency Brake (City EB)* using radar sensor integrated in the front of the vehicle to monitor 
traffic ahead, while Manoeuvre Braking*, front and rear assists the driver to avoid or reduce 
damage in a potential low speed impact by initiating emergency braking. 

The Comfortline model features additional safety equipment such as Side Assist*; detecting 
vehicles that may be hidden in blind spots when changing lanes, Lane Assist*; 
monitoring the path ahead, recognising road markings and reacting should the Passat wander 
from its lane at over 65km/h, and Rear Traffic Alert*. If you’re reversing from a parking space 
into traffic, Rear Traffic Alert* will sound an alarm and initiate emergency braking if an unseen 
vehicle approaches from the side. These features are also available on the 132TSI as part of the 
optional Driver Assistance package.

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices. 

01 Multi collision brake 

02  Front Assist with City Emergency Brake* (City EB)

03 Adaptive cruise control*
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Highlights

Avaliable in the Comfortline is clever Driving Profile selection, which allows you to alter 
the Passat’s driving characteristics, such as steering and throttle response, to suit your 
taste. 

The entry-level 132TSI receives the 8.0" Discover media navigation system complete 
with smartphone glass appearance, while the Comfortline receive the impressive 9.2" 
Discover Pro infotainment system with Gesture Control allowing the driver to navigate 
through various menus with a simple mid-air swipe of the hand. No matter which 
system is fitted, all Passat models now feature Media Control technology, allowing 
passengers to select music and more via their smartphone or tablet.

And parking in the Passat has never been easier. Parking distance sensors front and 
rear* are standard across the range, while the Comfortline grades receive Side Assist* 
and Lane Assist* for added protection. The Optional Luxury package goes one step 
further with Park Assist*, an ingenious system that allows the car to practically park 
itself. All you need to do  is control the pedals and the Passat will cleverly steer itself 
into a parking spot.

~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service, and connection cable (sold separately). 
*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.   

01  Discover Pro 9.2" screen with satellite navigation system shown and 

App-Connect~ featuring Apple Carplay®

02  Discover Pro 9.2" screen with Satellite Navigation

03  Discover Pro 9.2" screen with Rear View Camera (RVC Plus)*
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03

Highlights
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Colours

04  Pure White 

05  Pyrite Silver Metallic

06  Manganese Grey Metallic 

07   Atlantic Blue Metallic

08  Deep Black Pearl Effect

0604 05
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Colours & Upholstery

It’s easy to configure an appealing paint and upholstery 
combination for your Passat. One of five exterior paint options  
can be selected, including Pure White, Deep Black Pearl Effect 
 and three metallic options. 

A quality Black Cloth upholstery is standard for the Passat 132TSI, 
while the 132TSI Comfortline model receives Black Vienna leather 
appointed seat upholstery#. Carbon Nappa leather appointed seat 
upholstery# complete with R-Line logo is also available as part of 
an optional extra.
 

01  Black Cloth (132TSI)

02  Black Vienna leather appointed seat upholstery#  

(132TSI Comfortline)

03  Carbon Nappa leather appointed seat upholstery# 

#Leather appointed seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.

03

01 02

Please note that Metallic and Pearl Effect paint are optional at extra cost. The print process does not allow for exact reproduction of the exterior or the upholstery colours.  

Please contact your Volkswagen Dealer for further information on colours and upholstery combinations.
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Volkswagen Accessories

Our comprehensive range of genuine accessories give you the freedom to customise the look 
and feel of your Passat to reflect your own personality and individual sense of style.

For more information visit https://www.volkswagen.com.au or to experience the full range of 
genuine accessories designed to suit the Passat visit your local Volkswagen Dealer.

01   Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment tray

02  Volkswagen Genuine Door Sill protection plates

03  Volkswagen Genuine Roof Bars

04  Volkswagen Genuine Towbar kit

05  Volkswagen Genuine Alloy wheels 17" to 18"

01

03
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05

Overseas models are shown for illustrative purposes only. Optional accessories, at extra cost. Please note that the above accessories may have an effect on fuel efficiency. Items such as sports equipment are for 
illustration purposes only and are not available for purchase from Volkswagen Group Australia or its dealers. For a full range of Volkswagen Genuine Accessories, please visit an authorised Volkswagen Dealer.



Peace of Mind

*5 Year Warranty available on all new Volkswagen vehicles sold on or after 1 January 2019 (warranty on demonstrator vehicles only apply for the balance of the 5-year term). Conditions and exclusions apply, see https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/warranty.html.
^1 year complimentary Roadside Assist available on all vehicles sold on or after 1 January 2019 (Roadside Assist membership on demonstrator vehicles only applies for the balance of the 1-year term, if any). Volkswagen Roadside Assist is provided by AWP Australia Pty Ltd 
ABN 52 097 227 177 trading as Allianz Global Assistance, under an arrangement with Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Limited ABN 14 093 117 876. Conditions and exclusions apply, see https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/roadside-assist.html. 
#Assured Service Pricing applies to the first 5 standard scheduled services of your vehicle which are scheduled to occur at every 15,000 km/12 month interval (whichever occurs first) or for Volkswagen Crafter models only, 20,000 km/12 month interval (whichever occurs 
first). On or before 31 December each year, Volkswagen will publish the maximum price for a specified Scheduled Service that will be applicable from, and remain fixed for, the following calendar year only. For details on the Eligible Model List, pricing, items not included and 
for full terms and conditions, please see https://au.volkswagen.com.au/ service-pricing-guide.
†Volkswagen Service Plan pricing is available at participating Volkswagen Dealers for all models and covers standard items as contained in each scheduled service interval only. These plans can only be purchased prior to the first scheduled service and up to 22,500 km/15 
months (whichever occurs first) for all models except Volkswagen Crafter models, which is 30,000 km/15 months (whichever occurs first). The timeframe takes effect from when the vehicle is first reported in our system as ‘sold’. Other conditions and exclusions apply. For full 
terms and conditions, please visit https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/service-plans.html.

5 years
Unlimited Kilometre

 Warranty

1 year
Roadside Assist

Volkswagen
Assured Servicing

Volkswagen
Service Plans

At Volkswagen, we pride ourselves on the 
highest quality standards that come with 
German engineering.  

We back this commitment with a 5 year 
unlimited kilometre warranty on all new 
Volkswagen vehicles*.

Your rights under this warranty are provided in 
addition to, and in some cases overlap with, 
consumer guarantees under the Australian 
Consumer Law and do not limit or  
replace them. 

Every new Volkswagen comes with a 1 year 
complimentary Roadside Assist membership^. 

That’s 24 hour roadside assistance, emergency 
accommodation, car rental and towing as well as 
property and other assistance, all included for 
added peace of mind. 

Assured Service Pricing# gives you the 
transparency of knowing how much your service 
will cost up front. 

Our Volkswagen Dealers have access to the 
latest diagnostic equipment and tools.  
Plus, they use Volkswagen Genuine Parts® to 
ensure your Volkswagen stays a Volkswagen.  

You’re in safe hands at your Volkswagen Dealer 
when it comes to servicing. 

A Volkswagen Service Plan† has you covered for 
the first 3 or 5 scheduled services, saving you 
between 5% and 10% off the total Assured 
Service Pricing RRP.  And, for convenience, these 
pre-purchased scheduled services can be used at 
any Volkswagen Dealer.  

Ask about building a Volkswagen Service Plan 
into your finance contract when you purchase  
a new Volkswagen. 



^The Volkswagen Choice Program consists of an option to return the vehicle to Volkswagen Financial Services (VFS)** at the end of the term and require VFS** to purchase the vehicle at an agreed price known as the 
Guaranteed Future Value or GFV as determined by VFS** and set out in your contract. At the end of the term, you can elect to: (1) trade-in the vehicle; (2) exercise the option to return the vehicle; or (3) retain the vehicle by 
paying the GFV. The GFV is not a representation by VFS** as to the likely market value of the vehicle as at the end of your contract. The option is available on new and demonstrator Volkswagen vehicles for selected models 
only. Please verify with your dealership the vehicles that are eligible for the program. The GFV will be reduced, and you will be liable for any loan contract deficit, if you exceed the nominated kilometre allowance and/or the 
vehicle is not in an acceptable condition in accordance with the Fair Wear and Tear Guide available at www.volkswagen.com.au. Other terms and conditions apply. The cost of the Volkswagen Choice Program is incorporated 
into the applicable interest rate. Please read the full terms and conditions. Please consider whether these products and services are appropriate for your circumstances. Before acting on any of the information on this page, 
please seek independent financial and tax advice. Full terms and conditions are available upon application. Available only to approved applicants of VFS**. Subject to credit assessment. Standard fees and charges apply. Fleet, 
government, rental buyers, hire car and chauffeur companies are excluded. Available at participating Volkswagen dealers. **VFS is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services Australia Pty Limited ABN 20 097 071 460. 
Australian Credit Licence 389344.

Volkswagen Choice

Naturally we understand that your 
Volkswagen represents a valuable 
investment, so we understand that 
you want to maintain it in premium 
condition. Volkswagen Choice^ is 
a finance program tailored to the 
requirements of Volkswagen owners 
by providing assurance around your 
Volkswagen’s future value^, whilst 
offering simple monthly instalment 
financing options.

Whether you are selecting your new 
Volkswagen for business or personal 
use, you can choose the contract term 
that best suits your requirements. Enjoy 
the confidence that comes from having 
locked in a minimum value up front 
to be attributed to your vehicle at the 
end of your contract^. There are also 
no account keeping fees with a fixed 
interest rate.

Trade in
If you wish to trade-in your 
Volkswagen for a new vehicle, 
all you need to do is return 
it to the dealership. If the 
trade-in value is higher than 
the Guaranteed Future Value^, 
you can use this equity towards 
your new vehicle purchase.

Retain
If you prefer to retain your 
Volkswagen, simply let us 
know. Provided that you also 
meet the relevant payment 
obligations under your contract, 
you can purchase your vehicle 
outright for the Guaranteed 
Future Value price locked in 
at the start of the contract^. 
Then your Volkswagen is yours 
to keep. Or you can choose to 
refinance your balloon at the 
end of the term.

Return

All you need to do is hand 
your car back and, if the 
vehicle meets the agreed 
kilometre and fair wear and tear 
requirements^, you will have no 
more to pay.

Step 2

Choose your preferred term from between 12  
and 48 months, along with an annual km allowance  
and repayment options that suit your lifestyle.

Step 1 Choose your favourite Volkswagen model.

Step 3 
At the end of your chosen term, select from  
one of the three below end of term options:

12Volkswagen Choice



Specification Highlights

132TSI 1.8L 132kW / 250Nm 132TSI 1.8L 132kW / 250Nm

132TSI 132TSI Comfortline

Sedan & Wagon Sedan & Wagon

Optional Driver Assistance package*
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Lane Assist, Side Assist with Rear Traffic Alert, 
Driving Profile Selection and Personalisation function

Optional Luxury package 
LED headlights with dynamic cornering function, Panoramic glass sunroof, 
LED ambient interior lighting, Park Assist* & Luggage Net 

Optional R-Line package 
R-Line body styling, R-Line interior, 18 inch alloy wheels, progressive steering, 
sports suspension, dark tinted rear side windows and Active Info Display

7 speed DSG 7 speed DSG

• Front Assist with City Emergency Brake (City EB)*
• 17 inch alloy wheels

• 8 inch satellite navigation system with App-Connect~

• Leather multi-function steering wheel 

• Rear View Camera (RVC)*
• Parking distance sensors, front and rear*

• Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

• Lane Assist, Side Assist & Rear Traffic Alert*
• Vienna leather appointed upholstery# 

• Keyless Access

• Electric folding mirrors with kerb view and memory functions

• 9.2 inch satellite navigation system with gesture control

#Leather appointed seats has a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.
*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices.   
~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service, and connection cable (sold separately).   

For more information on features and specifications, please download the specification sheets available at www.volkswagen.com.au.  

Specifications highlights in addition to 132TSI
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Passat 132TSI Comfortline shown with Active Info Display (Optional R-Line package).
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Passat

Your Volkswagen Dealer.

Important information
Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc. 
MirrorLink® is a registered trademark of Car Connectivity Consortium LLC. 

Volkswagen is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd, 24 Muir Road, Chullora, NSW 2190,  
ABN 14 093 117 876. Specifications are as planned at February 2019 for Model Year 19.5 and are subject 
to change without notice or obligation. All information in this brochure is correct at the time of publication, 
however variations may occur from time to time and Volkswagen, in so far as it is permitted by law to do 
so, shall not be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this 
brochure. Authorised Volkswagen dealers will provide up-to-date information on model application, design 
feature, prices and availability on request. All colours are a general guide only, as the printing process cannot 
reproduce the actual exterior colour appearance. See your dealer to confirm colour/model availability.


